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Rock burst is one major threat to mining safety and economy. Rock burst occurring in the longwall mining roadway accounts for
85% of the total amount of burst events. +is paper investigates the causality mechanism of rock burst in longwall roadways by
establishing a finite elastic beam model in the working face based on the elastic foundation theory. +e breakage process of the
main roof and related dynamic effects are analysed. +e result shows that the movement of the main roof shows free vibration
under certain damping resistance. It is also found that the roof dominant vibration frequency increases with the increase in the
thickness and elastic modulus of the roof. During roof vibration, the vertical stress applied on the coal mass is unloaded. +e
destressing of the roof-coal interface causes the coal mass in the roadway rib to slip into the roadway under the horizontal ground
stress, resulting in rock burst. +e possibility of rock burst increases with increase in the strength and thickness of the roof and
horizontal ground stress within the coal mass. +is mechanism explains the occurrence of rock burst in the mining roadway; it
provides the fundamental theory for the prevention and controlling technologies of longwall roadway rock burst.

1. Introduction

Rock burst is a destructive and sudden geological dynamic
disaster, which prompts a serious risk to coal mine pro-
duction. According to the recorded 2510 times of data, more
than 85% of rock burst occurs in the underground roadway
[1]. Recently, several serious rock burst accidents occurred in
the underground coal mining industry, such as the coal burst
incident in Hongyang #3 Coal Mine, Longjiapu Coal Mine,
and Tangshan Coal Mine. +e phenomenon of rock burst
mostly occurs in longwall roadway where is just advance of
the working face; that is, it is closely related to the mining-
induced dynamic stress. +e roof of rock burst coal seam is
usually thick and hard. After rock burst, it is often observed
that the coal mass is moved into the roadway from the ribs as
a whole and the roof has no obvious deformation nor serious
damage.

+e geological condition of hard roof is closely related to
rock burst occurring in the longwall roadway [2–7]. +e
causality of coal burst under the condition of hard roof has
been studied by many scholars [1, 3, 8–12]. Pan [1] believes

that if the roof is hard rock and the stratum structure is
whole, once the roof breaks violently, it rapidly releases a
huge amount of elastic energy stored in the system, which
may induce rock burst [1]. According to the theory of coal
mass clamping developed by Brauner [13], the coal body is
clamped by the roof and floor strata. One condition related
to rock burst occurrence is that the coal-roof interface or the
coal mass itself meets its critical equilibrium condition.
Based onMohr–Coulombmaterial criterion, Lippmann [14]
considered rock burst as a structural instability of the sur-
rounding rock; rock burst was thought as a procedure of a
static in-equilibrium, and the slippage of coal seam with the
roof and floor was considered in the developed rock burst
model.

+e mechanism of coal burst induced by hard roof can
be classified into two categories: stable roof with static
overloading mechanism and dynamic load mechanism in-
duced by moving strata [15–22]. +e steady-state mecha-
nism refers to the coal burst induced by the rapid release of
elastic potential energy accumulated within the roof, but the
roof does not fracture or deform greatly. +e dynamic
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mechanism is described as coal burst caused by dynamic
loads such as strong vibration and impact energy that lead to
roof breaking or collapse.

Dou et al. [23] proposed a principle for rock burst
considering superposition of static and dynamic loads, in
which the static load refers to the in situ ground stress and
mining activity-induced stress and the dynamic load re-
fers to the failure of coal pillar, roof caving, overlying
strata movement, fault sliding, etc. However, under hard
roof conditions, He et al. [24] classified the rock burst into
two categories: interlayer dislocation or coal rib insta-
bility. Li et al. [25] believe that the location where the roof
rebound occurs after roof fracturing was the seismic
source in the rock burst event. Tan et al. [26] addressed
that the elastic and gravity potential energy released
during the fracture and instability of hard roof lead to the
coal mass failure, forming rock burst. Wang et al. [27]
addressed that fracture of coal and rock mass in the
working panel generated a huge amount of energy and
stress wave, and the coupling effect of the stress wave and
ground stress led to further damage of the surrounding
rock around the working panel, which finally induced
rock burst. Due to the complicity of the roof fracture in
the longwall mining procedure, the mechanism of rock
burst in the roadway is not clear yet.

Currently, the causality of coal burst under the condition
of hard roof can be classified into two types: one focuses on
the static load induced by the roof fracture and the other
emphasizes the dynamic disruption of the shock wave or
stress wave induced by the roof fracture. Consequently, the
related mechanisms are different. For a static problem,
elastic stability analysis, elastic-plastic analysis, or local
deformation is often employed. For a dynamic problem, the
propagation of shock wave or elastic wave in rock is often
analysed.

From a viewpoint of structural dynamics, we establish a
causality mechanical model of rock burst based on analysis
of the movement of coal and rock strata induced by roof
fracture to put forward the causality mechanism of roadway
rock burst.

2. Main Roof Breakage

Underground excavation destroys the original equilibrium
state of underground rock mass, and the overlying strata
move towards the goaf in the working face. +e structural
state and deformational behaviour of the overlaying strata
represent one important topic in mining engineering re-
search. As the strength of coal seam is much lower than that
of surrounding rock, the roof can be assumed to be elastic.
Accordingly, an elastic beam model has been established to
study the periodic weighting behaviour of the main roof
based on the Winkler elastic model [28]. According to the
elastic beam theory, the breaking point of the main roof is

ahead of the working face, where the bending moment of the
main roof is the maximum, as shown in Figure 1. +e
breaking line is often several meters in front of the working
face, which causes stress redistribution in the surrounding
rock.

Based on the study of the deflection changes before
and after the main roof fracture, it was found that roof
compression and rebound occur when the main roof gets
fractured. +e distribution of roof rebounding and
compression areas is obtained by establishing a rock
beam model [29–37]. Xie et al. [38] presented similar
results based on elastic thin plate mechanics model under
elastic boundary condition. Based on the elastic boundary
assumption, it can also be found that the main roof
breakage of the mining roadways also enters the coal
mass.

When the main roof gets fractured, the distance be-
tween the fracture line and the working face (Lc) is nor-
mally several meters. +e smaller the elastic coefficient of
the boundary is, the larger the Lc will be and vice versa. In
addition, the greater the thickness of the main roof or the
greater the elastic modulus of the roof rock, the larger the
Lc.

2.1. Dynamic Analysis of Main Roof Breakage

2.1.1. Dynamic Model. According to the relationships
among the coal seam, immediate roof, and main roof, this
paper develops a dynamic model to describe the deforma-
tional behaviour of the main roof in the breakage process
based on the elastic beam theory and the finite elastic
boundary assumptions, as shown in Figure 2.

In the model, the immediate roof and the coal seam are
combined to be an elastic footing and the main roof is
assumed to be an elastic beam. Based on Winkler’s theory
[39], the relationship of finite elastic beam is
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where w(x, t) is the beam displacement; p (x, t) is the
dynamic load; I is the moment of inertia of the beam’s
cross section; E is the beam elastic modulus;m is the beam
mass per unit length; c is the oscillating coefficient of the
footing; b is the beam; and k is the stiffness of the footing.

+e initial condition of beam displacement w(x, t) is
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and the infinite distance condition of w(x, t) is
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For a cantilever beam, where its one end is fixed and
another end is free, the equation of the diagonal vibration of
the beam is

w(0, t) � 0,

ES
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� 0 .

(4)

2.1.2. Initial Condition of Main Roof Vibration. +e solution
of the established dynamic model is relied on the boundary
condition. +e diagrams before and after the main roof
breakage are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the roof
just before breakage. Due to the suspended roof, the main
roof ahead of the working face intends to move upward.
Figure 3(b) shows that the main roof gets fractured in front
of the working face. Figure 3(c) shows the state of the
overlaying strata after the main roof breakage.

Field observations show that after the main roof is
broken, the roof in front of the working face shifts upward
[29, 40–44]. Tan and Yang [29] observed an upward

displacement of several 100mm at the 2126 working face
of Baoyuan Coal Mine, the E708 working face of
Zhangjiakou Coal Mine, the #5 seam working faces of
Mentougou Coal Mine, and the 8320 working face of
Dafeng Coal Mine.

2.1.3. Influencing Factors of Main Roof Vibration. +e fac-
tors affecting the main roof movement are the magnitude
difference of the bending moment in the procedure of roof
breakage and the stiffness of themain roof and the coal seam.
Field observations show that if the compressive coefficient of
the coal seam is large and the main roof is relatively soft, the
vertical rebounding displacement of the main roof is small.
In case of hard roof and high elasticity coal seam, the
magnitude of the main roof rebounding displacement is
relatively large.

Due to the inelastic properties of the coal seam and the
immediate roof, they are equivalent to damping resistance.
+at is, the movement of the main roof can be simplified as
free vibration under certain damping resistance. One effect
of the vibration of the main roof is the periodic change in the
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Figure 2: Elastic beam model of longwall main roof breakage.
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Figure 1: Main roof fracturing.
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vertical stress on the immediate roof and the coal seam,
which weakens the confining effect of the main roof on the
immediate roof and the coal seam at a certain moment.

Assuming that the density of the roof is 2.7×103 kg/m3,
the main roof dominant vibration frequency under different
elastic modulus and thickness conditions is shown in

overbudden strata

basic roof

immediate roof

Coal workface

(a)

overbudden strata

basic roof

immediate roof

Coal workface

(b)

overbudden strata

basic roof

immediate roof
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(c)

Figure 3:+e procedure of main roof breakage: (a) before breakage, (b) at the point of main roof breakage, and (c) after main roof breakage.
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Figures 4 and 5. +e frequency of the main roof vibration is
within 30Hz. Li et al. [45] also addressed that the frequency
domain of main roof breakage was 0–50Hz through mi-
croseismic monitoring.

2.1.4. Causality of Rock Burst in the Mining Roadway. A coal
block with a width of l in the mining roadway rib is studied, as
shown in Figure 6. Coal block B is connected to block A, but it
is moved to the left side in the figure to facilitate drawing and
description. Suppose the height of the mining roadway and
the thickness of the coal seam are h and N is the normal force
of the roof-coal interface. For the coal mass per unit length
along the roadway, according to the horizontal direction
(hereafter defined as the x direction) equilibrium, we have

σxh � f1 + f2 + σTh, (5)

where σx is the horizontal stress by coal block B within the
coal mass; f1 and f2 are the frictions from the roof and floor,
respectively; and σT is the tensile strength between coal
blocks A and B.

+e movement of the main roof weakens the confining
pressure at the roof-coal interface. In the severe condition,
where the roof is separated from the coal seam (Figure 7),
the fractional force of f1 � 0. At this moment, according to

equation (5), the critical state equation of rock burst of
block A is

σxh � cc−r + ρgh tan ϕc−r( l + σTh, (6)

where cc−r and tϕc−r are the Mohr–Coulomb properties of
the coal-floor interface and ρ is the density of the coal.

+e cohesion cc−r at the coal-floor interface can be
considered as 0 if there exists rib convergence after roadway
development. +ough the rib convergence may be not great,
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Figure 4: Dominant frequency of main roof vibration vs elastic modulus (10m roof thickness).
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Figure 5: Dominant frequency of main roof vibration vs thickness (E� 20GPa).
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Figure 6: Stress analysis of coal block A in a mining roadway rib.
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the cohesion of the coal-floor interface near the rib will
reduce to 0. In this case, equation (6) can be expressed as

σx − σT � ρghl tan ϕc−r. (7)

3. Conclusion

+emechanism of coal burst occurring in longwall roadways
is investigated by establishing the elastic beam model. +e
breakage process of the main roof and its effect are analysed.
+e following conclusion can be drawn:

(1) +e movement of the main roof shows free vibration
under certain damping resistance. +e roof vibration
frequency increases with increase in roof elastic
modulus and strata thickness.

(2) Due to roof vibration, the vertical stress applied
on the coal mass decreases. +ere exists a vertical
stress unloading zone in front of the working face.
In this situation, the roof in the front of the
working face intends to move upwards, resulting
in roof rebound or even roof-coal separation. It
builds the conditions for the rock burst.

(3) +rough the equilibrium analysis of the rib coal block of
the roadway, once the vertical stress of the roof-coal
interface is reduced or even the roof and the coal seam
are separated, the ground stress in the coal body along
the normal direction of the roadway rib pushes the rib
coal block into the roadway generating a coal burst
event.

(4) As the strength and thickness of the roof and
horizontal ground stress within the coal mass
increase, the probability of slippage between the
roof and the coal seam increases and the proba-
bility of rock burst also increases. +e ground
stress is the force source of coal burst occurred in
the longwall roadway.

+is study explains the causality of rib coal mass bursting
into the roadway, and it provides a theoretical guideline for
the prevention and controlling measures of coal burst in the
roadway.
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